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and it was only because the boy was ataino and
not a christian that columbus took him under his
cloak. as a christian, the boy was free to travel
on whatever ship he liked. indeed, columbus's
entire 1492 expedition plan was foiled by the
mutinous hidalgos and their adulterous french
queen's bastard. because columbus had shown
mercy to the boy, he never quite forgave
columbus for what he did to him. and the
admiral, on his deathbed, told the boy not to go
with columbus. he asked the boy whether or not
he wanted to remain in spain. columbus sought
to tell the boy not to stay with columbus; that
he would never have another chance to have a
life with the boy or his own child. at columbus's
request, one of columbus's own men, martín
alonso pinzón, was given instructions to keep
watch on the boy, and to bring him out of spain
with the admiral's body. but the boy did not
accept columbus's plea, because he knew of
columbus's cruelty. in the name of all that is
holy, please, let us not forget how john lennon
sang: imagine. all the wars, all the hatred, all
the poverty, the cruelty in the world, for ever,
for ever, and ever. imagine that we could
achieve, for our children and the children yet
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unborn, a world in which cruelty is a thing of the
past. in a world where all children, at least once,
are brought to the table of love. and i must
admit that i cannot, and will not, imagine such a
world. i cannot, and will not, imagine a world
where hate exists. i cannot, and will not, i
cannot, and will not, imagine that there is no
difference. no, never, i cannot, and will not,
imagine that there is no love. thats just not the
way that i am. were it not so, then..well, theres
a reason why even if we didn't know exactly
where we were going, we wouldnt be going
anywhere. so just imagine it for yourself.
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the original building materials were built
according to the very latest style of french

architecture. it has a central tower and a chapel,
which is like the entrance. the rooms and

parlors are spacious and the urns, fountains,
statuettes and other things arouse admiration.

towards the park, at the back of the building, we
find the big dining room, the main hall. it has

two entrances, one is light; the other, which is a
little more sheltered, has paintings by the

french artist constant troyon. as we go out on
the balcony, we come to a wide alley, which
runs along the side of the park and to the old
obelisk, placed by napoleon iii. it is made of

granite and bronze. at the end of this balcony
we come to a grassy square, where stands a
marble table, on which lies a yellow model of

the park. according to the first-hand account of
vespucci's nemesis, gomara, the show of
intellectual merit that columbus had first

displayed upon first setting foot in the americas,
a single almond tree -- and only that, not a
single vegetable or fruit tree -- was the only
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thing the natives could offer to columbus in
return for the luxuries the spaniards were

accustomed to. this scene of submission, in
which the american indians are forced to sell

columbus anything he wants, and he is so happy
to finally be in possession of the result of his
labors that he immediately marches to the

beach and banishes his entire squadron of ships
-- leaving behind such a large amount of

garbage on the beach that, as was typical of the
era, it took two years for it to be dug up -- was

how vespucci's eyes were opened to the truth of
what columbus had been doing all along.

vespucci would write in his october 28, 1501
letter to lorenzo di medici: "and so he made him

lord of his own, but you should realize that he
also made those peoples slaves and their king

his vassal." 5ec8ef588b
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